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The set S of ordered monomials in the variables x , . . . , x is called a binomial1 n
 4semigroup if, as a semigroup, it can be defined via a set of generators x , . . . , x1 n
 . X Xand a set of n n y 1 r2 quadratic relations of the type x x s x x , where j ) ij i i j
and iX - jX, iX - j, such that each pair with iX - jX appears precisely once in the
right-hand side. These semigroups were studied by Gateva-Ivanova and Van den
Bergh in their investigations of binomial skew polynomial rings. They are also an
example of semigroups of I-type, a condition which appeared naturally in the work
of Tate and Van den Bergh.
In this paper we study the structure of binomial semigroups and we investigate
the height one prime ideals of their binomial skew polynomial rings. In particular,
we give a representation theorem of such semigroups as a product of binomial
semigroups on fewer generators and we prove that binomial semigroups have
 .torsion-free solvable groups of quotients. It is shown that binomial semigroups
are Noetherian maximal orders in their quotient group and have trivial normalizing
class group. Quotient rings and localizations with respect to height one primes of
the binomial skew polynomial ring are described. It follows that binomial skew
semigroup rings are Noetherian maximal orders with principal homogeneous
height one prime ideals. Q 1998 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
w xIn 7, 8 Gateva-Ivanova introduced monoids S defined via a set of
 4  .generators X s x , . . . , x and a set of n n y 1 r2 quadratic relations1 n
 .one for each n G j ) i G 1
x x s x X x X ,j i i j
satisfying the following conditions:
 . X X XB1 i - j and i - j.
 .  .  X X.B2 As we vary i, j , every pair i , j occurs exactly once.
 .  .  .B3 The overlaps x x x s x x x s x x x do not give rise tok j i k j i k j i
new relations in S.
 .  .Conditions B1 and B3 imply that, as sets,
a1 an <S s x ??? x a g N, 1 F i F n . 41 n i
w xFurthermore, for a field K, the semigroup algebra K S is a binomial skew
polynomial ring, so that the theory of noncommutative Grobner basisÈ
 . w xapplies to it. Condition B2 is necessary and sufficient for K S to be
w xNoetherian 7, 8 .
In analogy with the terminology for the semigroup algebra, we call such
a semigroup S a binomial semigroup.
w xAs explained in 7, 8 , binomial skew polynomial rings are a restricted
class of skew polynomial rings with quadratic relations considered in
w x w x  .earlier work by Artin and Schelter 1 . It is also shown in 7, 8 that B2 is
necessary and sufficient for the existence of a finite Grobner basis of everyÈ
w x   .one-sided ideal of the binomial skew polynomial ring K S assuming B1
 ..and B3 . The proofs given for all these results are of a combinatorial
nature and mainly are about the semigroup S. Some of the essential
properties of S will be recalled in Section 2.
w xGateva-Ivanova and Van den Bergh show in 9 that binomial semi-
groups are also intimately connected with the following three mathemati-
 . w x  .cal notions: i set-theoretic solutions of the Yang]Baxter equation 6 , ii
w x  .Bieberbach groups 3 , and iii rings of I-type studied by Tate and Van
w x w xden Bergh in 21 . It is shown in 9 that binomial semigroups S are of
 .I-type see the definition in Section 2 and thus the binomial skew
w xpolynomial ring K S is an algebra of I-type.
The purpose of this paper is to investigate further a binomial semigroup
 :S s x , . . . , x and its semigroup algebra. We do this mainly through a1 n
structural approach of the semigroup S. In Section 2 we recall some of the
w xessential properties of S 7, 8 . For example, S has a group of quotients
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 .gr S which is a central localization of S. In Section 3 we show that
S s S S ??? S , where each S is a binomial semigroup generated by a1 2 r i
 4proper subset P of the generators x , . . . , x , and P , . . . , P is a parti-i 1 n 1 r
 4tion of x , . . . , x . This representation theorem allows one to prove1 n
results on S via an inductive procedure on its number of generators.
Moreover, it reflects the structure of the prime spectrum of S. It turns out
that every minimal prime ideal of S is principally generated by a specific
normal element of S, and, consequently, it follows that S is a Noetherian
maximal order with trivial normalizing class group. In Section 4 we obtain,
as a consequence of the representation theorem, that the group of quo-
 .tients gr S is solvable. In Section 5 we study the height one prime ideals P
w xof K S that intersect S. It is shown that these primes correspond with the
w xminimal primes of S, that is, P s K S l P and S l P is a minimal prime
w xof S; in particular, P is principal. We give a description of K S rP. Part
w xof this description resembles the one given by Zelmanov 23 of prime
semigroup algebras that satisfy a polynomial identity. The latter result has
w xbeen extended in 12 to a characterization of prime Goldie semigroup
algebras. Next we show that P is localizable and describe this localization.
w xAs an application we show that K S is a maximal order. Note that, on the
w xother hand, if P is a height one prime of K S that does not intersect S,
then P is also localizable and its localization is a localization of the group
w  .x  .algebra K gr S . Since gr S is abelian-by-finite, the group algebra
w  .x w xK gr S and its height one primes have been investigated by Brown in 2 .
2. ESSENTIAL PROPERTIES OF BINOMIAL
SEMIGROUPS
We state several essential properties of a binomial semigroup S s
 :x , . . . , x . All of these are proved using elementary methods of a1 n
combinatorial nature.
w xFirst of all, Theorems 1.2 and 1.4 in 9 yield that a binomial skew
semigroup S is a semigroup of I-type; that is, there exists a bijective map ¨ :
U ª S, where U is the free abelian monoid on the free generators
 .u , . . . , u , so that ¨ 1 s 1 and such that, for all a g U,1 n
¨ u a , . . . , ¨ u a s x ¨ a , . . . , x ¨ a . 4  4 .  .  .  .1 n 1 n
 w x.  .It follows Lemma 4.1 in 9 that the map s ¬ s¨ a for a given a g U
  . < 4induces a bijection between S and ¨ ua u g U . So, in particular, S is a
right cancellative semigroup. Since the opposite semigroup is also bino-
mial, we get that S is left cancellative as well.
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w x w xTo prove the main result in 7 , it is assumed that K S is a domain.
However, the proofs remain valid since we know now that S is cancellative
 w xnote that it is also shown in 8 with lengthier combinatorial techniques
w x.that one can avoid the ``domain'' assumption to prove the results of 7 .
w xHence, from Theorem A in 7 we know that, for any 1 F i - j F n, there
 .   ..exists l ) i and a cycle s s i, i , . . . , i s s s i, j in the symmetric1 s
group S , where all i - l and i - j so thatj u u
x x s x xj i i l1
x x s x xj i i l1 2
...
x x s x x .j i i ls
So, in particular,
x sq1 x s x x sq1.j i i l
X  .Let p be the least common multiple of all such s i, j q 1. Then, for
any i,
x p
X
x , . . . , x p
X
x s x x p
X
, . . . , x x p
X
. 4  4iq1 i n i i iq1 i n
 .Since each i - l we get that s i, j q 1 F n y 1; if, furthermore, x x /k n i
 .  .x x for any i - n, then s i, j q 1 F n y 2. Hence, p divides n y 1 !.i n1
The previously stated result is proved using the degree-lexicographic
 t1 tn 4ordering on S s x ??? x N t G 0 with x - x - ??? - x .1 n i 1 2 n
Because S is a binomial semigroup we can also write all the elements
uniquely in a form x un ??? x u1 with each u G 0. So now we can concluden 1 i
the result using the degree-lexicographic ordering x - x - ??? - x .n ny1 1
Then we get, for any n G i ) j G 1, there exists l - i and a cycle s s
 .   ..i, i , . . . , i t s t i, j in the symmetric group S , where all i ) l and1 t nyj u
i ) j so thatu
x x s x xj i i l1
x x s x xj i i l1 2
...
x x s x x .j i i lt
So, in particular,
x tq1 x s x x tq1.j i i l
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 .  .Again, t i, j q 1 F n y 1 and t i, j q 1 F n y 2 if x x / x x for any1 i i 11Y  .i ) 1. Let p be the least common multiple of all such t i, j q 1. Then,
for any i,
x p
Y
x , . . . , x p
Y
x s x x p
Y
, . . . , x x p
Y
, 4  41 i iy1 i i 1 i iy1
Y  .  .with p N n y 1 ! and also p N n y 2 ! if x x / x x for any i ) 1.1 i i 11X Y < .Let p be the least common multiple of p and p . So p n y 1 !. Then1
x p x , . . . , x p x s x x p , . . . , x x p 4  41 i iy1 i i 1 i iy1
and
x p x , . . . , x p x s x x p , . . . , x x p 4  4iq1 i n i i iq1 i n
for any i. Since both these sets are of order less than n, it follows that
 . p2there exists a divisor p of n y 1 ! so that x commutes with all2 i
elements x p2. So with p the least common multiple of p and p ,j 1 2
x p x p s x p x p .i j j i
 p p:It follows that A s x , . . . , x is a free abelian semigroup of rank n1 n
and S s D Af s D fA, where F is a finite set so that Af l Af X sf g F f g F
X w x  .B for f / f . Hence, the semigroup algebra K S is a finite left and right
w x w p p x w xmodule over the polynomial algebra K A s K x , . . . , x . So K S is a1 n
left and right Noetherian domain satisfying a polynomial identity. Conse-
 .  w x.quently, S has a two-sided group of quotients G see, e.g., 15 . Actually,
 yk 4 p pG s z s N s g S, k g N , where z s x ??? x is central in S and thus1 n
also in G. Note that the above also shows that each element of S acts by
 p p4conjugation on the x , . . . , x . Furthermore, x acts by conjugation on1 n i
 p p4  p p 4the sets x , . . . , x and x , . . . , x .iq1 n 1 iy1
 .The group generated by a set B will be denoted gr B , while the monoid
 :generated by B is denoted B . So we have, with the notation as above:
 a1 anPROPOSITION 2.1. 1. S s D Af , where F s x ??? x N 0 F a -f g F 1 n i
4  .  .p, 1 F i F n is a trans¨ ersal for gr A in gr S .
2. For each n G j ) i G 1 there exist unique 1 F k - l F n and 1 F
q - r F n so that x x s x x and x x s x x . Moreo¨er, it follows thatj i k l i j r q
j ) k, l ) i, r ) i, j ) q, xy1 x p x s x p, and xy1 x p x s x p.i j i l j i j q
 .3. p N n y 1 !.
 .4. G s gr S is a central localization of S, and hence G-conjugates are
S-conjugates.
 .  .  .5. gr S s D gr A f and gr A is a free abelian group; in particu-f g F
 .  w x.lar, gr S is a Bieberbach group cf. 3 .
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X  an a1 4We note that the set F s x ??? x N 0 F a - p is equal to F. Inn 1 i
fact, the reverse order on S may be used to show that we also have
S s D X X Af X. Therefore, every coset Af X, f X g FX, is equal to some Af ,f g F
f g F. Hence, FX : F and so FX s F.
 p p4Since conjugation restricts to an action on the set x , . . . , x , we get1 n
that this set is the disjoint union of distinct conjugacy classes, say C , . . . , C .1 r
For each 1 F i F r, write z s  c. Clearly, z is a central elementi cg C ii
of S.
3. STRUCTURE OF BINOMIAL SEMIGROUPS
 :Throughout this section S s x , . . . , x is a binomial semigroup. We1 n
use the notation of the previous sections.
The main purpose is to describe the structure of S. It turns out that the
minimal prime ideals of S play a crucial role. Furthermore, these minimal
prime ideals correspond to height one prime ideals P of the semigroup
w x  w x.algebra K S with P l S / B, where K is a field. By spec K S we
w xdenote the prime spectrum of K S ; the set of height one prime ideals is
1 w x.  .denoted X K S . Similarly, spec S is the set of all prime ideals of S and
1 .X S is the set of all minimal prime ideals of S.
 .For an ideal I of S we denote by N I the nil radical of I, that is, the
largest ideal of S that is nil modulo I. Note that because S has the
 wascending chain condition on left and right ideals, it follows see, e.g., 15,
x.  .Prop. 2.13 that N I is nilpotent modulo I.
 .  <  w x. 4LEMMA 3.1. 1. spec S s Q l S Q g spec K S , Q l S / B .
2. E¨ery prime ideal of S contains a minimal prime ideal P of S, and
1 w x.P s Q l S for some Q g X K S .
1 w x. 1 .3. If Q g X K S and Q l S / B, then Q l S g X S and Q l
w x w xK A s K A z for some 1 F i F r.i
 .4. The minimal prime ideals of S are all the ideals N Sz , withi
 .1 F i F r. Moreo¨er, N Sz l A s Az , and, in particular, S has r distincti i
minimal prime ideals.
 .Proof. To prove the first part, note that if P g spec S , then there
 w x. w xexists Q g spec K S such that Q l S s P. Indeed, the ideal M s K P
w xis such that M l S s P. Let then Q be an ideal of K S maximal for the
 w x.condition Q l S s P. It follows that Q g spec K S . Conversely, if Q g
 w x.  .spec K S and Q l S / B, then Q l S g spec S .
 .Now let P g spec S . Each element z is central in S and P l A / B,i
because for any s g S we have s < F < g A. Hence, z m1 z m2 ??? z m r g P for1 2 r
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some m , m , . . . , m ) 0, and thus, since P is prime, z g P for some1 2 r i
1 F i F r. By Zorn's lemma it follows easily that there exists a minimal
prime ideal of S contained in P.
1 w x.Next we prove the third part. Let Q g X K S with P s Q l S / B.
 .  . w xConsider the natural gr S rgr A -gradation on K S . The component
w x  .  .graded by the identity is the ring K A . Since gr S rgr A is finite, one
w xobtains from Theorem 17.9 in 18 that
w xQ l K A s Q l ??? l Q ,1 m
w x w xwhere the Q 's are the primes of K A minimal over Q l K A . More-i
wover, because of the ``going up'' and ``going down'' properties in 18,
xTheorem 17.9 and because Q is of height one, the primes Q are of heighti
w x w xone in K A . Now A is a finitely generated free abelian monoid, K A s
w p p xK x , . . . , x , a commutative polynomial ring. So each Q is a height one1 n i
prime ideal containing Q l A / B; in particular, they each contain mono-
mials in the variables x p, . . . , x p. Such ideals are well known. Hence, each1 n
w x p pQ s K A x for some j . In particular, Q l A s Ax and thereforei j i i ji i
w xQ l A s Q l K A l A s Q l A s Az , . . F i
i
where z s x p ??? x p .j j1 m
We have seen that z g P for some j because P is prime. We claimj
z s z . Indeed, for any 1 F q F n,j
s s x p xy1 zx g A l P s Az. .q q q
We consider two cases. First, assume x p is a factor of z. Then x 2 p is aq q
factor of s. Hence, all other factors of z are also factors of xy1 zx . Thus,q q
xy1 zx s z by comparing the lengths. Second, assume x p is not a factor ofq q q
z. Then, as s is a multiple of z, we obtain that xy1 zx is divisible by z.q q
Thus, xy1 zx s z. So, in both cases, we get xy1 zx s z. Therefore, z isq q q q
w x w xcentral and it follows that z s z and Q l K A s K A z .j j
 . X XTo finish the proof of 2 , let P be any minimal prime in S. If z g P ,j
X w xthen by the principal ideal theorem there exists a prime ideal Q in K S
of height one such that z g QX. By the foregoing it follows that QX l A sj
Az : Sz : PX. Since s < F < g QX l A for every s g QX l S, we see thatj j
QX l S is nil modulo PX. Therefore, we must have QX l S : PX. Since
X 1 . X X  .P g X S , it follows that Q l S s P . So 2 follows.
Then we know that PX l A s Az and hence PX is nil modulo the idealj
X  . YSz . So P : N Sz . The converse inclusion is obvious. If P is anotherj j
minimal prime ideal of S, then, as before, we get PY l A s Az for some ii
 .and, consequently, i / j. This proves 4 .
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 . XTo finish the proof of 3 , we choose a minimal prime ideal P of S with
PX : P s Q l S. Since PX l A : P l A s Az, the preceding shows that
PX l A s Az and again P is nil modulo Sz : PX. Hence, PX s P. This
completes the proof of the lemma.
We need some terminology. For an element z s x pa1 ??? x pa n g A, with1 n
 .  < 4each a G 0, we denote by c z s i a ) 0 , the content of the element z.i i
 <  .:For each 1 F i F r, let S s x j g c z . The monoids S , . . . , S arei j i 1 r
 4called the components of S. For convenience sake we write S s 1 .0
LEMMA 3.2. The following are equi¨ alent:
1. x , x are in the same component.i j
2. i, j are in the transiti¨ e closure of the relation: i ; j if there exists a
 4relation of the form x x s x x or x x s x x for some k, l g 1, . . . , n .i k l j j k l i
3. x ps s sx p for some s g S.i j
 .  .  .Proof. Because of Proposition 2.1, 3 is a consequence of 2 . If 3
 .holds, then 1 follows from the definition of components as semigroups
generated by x with i in the content of the corresponding central elementi
z g A.k
 . p p1 implies that x , x are conjugate. So one is obtained from the otheri j
 .one by a chain of conjugations by the generators x . So, to prove 2 , it isu
enough to consider the case where x p x s x x p. Then, again by Proposi-i u u j
tion 2.1, we also have a relation x x s x x for some q, t, and thusi u q t
p p p p  .x x s x x . So x s x and we must have t s j. This implies 2 .i u u t j t
COROLLARY 3.3. 1. S S s S S , for each i, j; in particular, each S is aj i i j i
binomial semigroup.
2. E¨ery element of S has a unique representation of the form s ??? s1 r
with s g S . So S s S S ??? S .i i 1 2 r
 .  .  .3. gr S s G G ??? G , where G s gr S , each element g g gr S1 2 r i i
can be written uniquely as g g ??? g with g g G , and G G s G G .1 2 r i i i j j i
4. S is cyclic if and only if S has only one component.
Proof. If x x s x x , then, by Lemma 3.2, j ; l and i ; k. So x andj i k l j
x belong to the same component, and x and x belong to a component.l i k
Hence, S S s S S . In particular, each S is a binomial semigroup. State-j i i j i
 .  .ments 2 and 3 now follow readily.
 .To prove 4 , suppose n ) 1 and S has only one component. Then, by
Lemma 3.2, sy1 x ps s x p for some s g S. Write this element in its canoni-1 n
cal form
s s x a1 ??? x an ,1 n
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each a G 0. Clearly, we may assume that a s 0. Since every x , withi n iq1
i G 1, permutes all x p, . . . , x p by conjugation, we obtain that1 i
y1a a p a a p p1 i 1 ix ??? x x x ??? x g x , . . . , x . 4 .  .1 i 1 1 i 1 iy1
Therefore, sy1 x ps / x p, a contradiction. Hence, we have shown that if1 n
n ) 1 then S has more than one component. Since the converse is
 .obvious, 4 follows.
w x  :The examples in 7 show that if S s x , . . . , x with n F 4 then all1 n
components of S are abelian. In general, this is not true. We give an
example with n s 8.
 :   . wLet S s x , . . . , x be given by the relations see example 6 in 7,1 1 4
x.Prop. 4.20 :
x x s x x , x x s x x , x x s x x ,2 1 1 2 3 1 2 4 4 1 2 3
x x s x x , x x s x x , x x s x x .3 2 1 4 4 2 1 3 4 3 3 4
 :Now, let S s y , . . . , y be an isomorphic copy given by the isomor-2 1 4
 :phism x ¬ y for i s 1, 2, 3, 4. Let S s S , S be the semigroup on thei i 1 2
generators x , . . . , x , y , . . . , y satisfying the relations of S and S and1 4 1 4 1 2
also
y x s x yj i s  i. s  j.
 4  . .  4for all j, i g 1, 2, 3, 4 , where s s 1 4 3 2 , a permutation on 1, 2, 3, 4 .
 :Put x s y , x s y , x s y , and x s y . We claim that S s x , . . . , x5 1 6 2 7 3 8 4 1 8
is a binomial semigroup and S , S are the components of S. So, in1 2
particular, the components are not abelian.
 .  .It is clear that the relations satisfy conditions B1 and B2 from the
 .Introduction. We need to check B3 . So one only needs to look at the
products
y y x and y x x ,k j i k j i
with k ) j ) i. We deal with the words of the first type only. Write
y y s y X y X for some jX - kX and jX - k. We need to check that the twok j j k
words
y X y X x , y x yj k i k s  i. s  j.
 .  w x.can be ``reduced'' using the given relations to the same word see 7, 1.4 .
The following reductions are clear:
y X y X x ¬ y X x y X ¬ x y X y Xj k i j s  i. s k . i s  j . s k .
since s 2 s 1, and, similarly,
y x y ¬ x y y .k s  i. s  j. i s k . s  j.
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Since x x s x X x X in S and because the set of relations of S is invariantk j j k 1 1
under the permutation of indices s , we see that one of y y , y X y Xs k . s  j. s  j . s k .
is obtained from the other one by a reduction. So the claim follows.
 :  :It is easily verified that the components of S are x , x and x , x .1 1 2 3 4
Obviously, each component of S is contained in a single component of S.1
Since we have the relation x y s y x , the elements x , x must be in the4 1 4 1 1 4
 :same component of S. Hence, S s x , x , x , x is contained in a single1 1 2 3 4
 :component of S, and so is S s x , x , x , x . By Corollary 3.3, S has at2 5 6 7 8
least two components, so S and S are the components of S.1 2
 :We return to an arbitrary binomial semigroup S s x , . . . , x . Let1 n
< < < < < < < <n s 0 and 1 F n s C - n s C q C - ??? - n s n s C0 1 1 2 1 2 r 1
< <q ??? q C . To simplify the notation, we may assume, without loss ofr
 :generality, that S s x , x , . . . , x for 1 F i F r. Indeed,i n q1 n q2 niy1 iy1 i
 4one can define a permutation on 1, . . . , n which respects the degree-
lexicographic ordering on each component and the defining relations of S,
< <but this permutation renumbers the C generators of each S by the seti i
 4n q 1, . . . , n . We renumber the elements z in such a way that ziy1 i i i
corresponds with S . Next, we may renumber the generators of each S in ai i
similar way subject to the components of S , and so forth. Eventually, wei
may assume that if T is a subsemigroup of S which is obtained from S by
a number of steps, each consisting of replacing a binomial semigroup by
one of its components, then the indices of the generators x of T form ai
sequence of consecutive natural numbers.
We now continue with the study of the prime ideals. Note that because
of Lemma 3.1 and Corollary 3.3, a minimal prime ideal P of S intersects
nontrivially exactly one component, say S , and P l A s Az .i i
LEMMA 3.4. Let P be the unique minimal prime ideal of S that intersects
 .S . Then P s S ??? S S l P S ??? S .i 1 iy1 i iq1 r
Proof. For simplicity, we show this result for i s 1. Suppose s s ??? s1 2 r
 . < F <  . < F <g P with each s g S . Then s s ??? s g P and s ??? s g A.i i 1 2 r 2 r
Since A is abelian and by the definition of the components, it follows that
 .¨s z ??? z g P for some positive integer ¨ . As each z is central in S,1 2 r i
 .¨  .¨we get s S z ??? z : P. Since A l P s z A it is clear that z ??? z1 2 r 1 2 r
 .f P. So s g P. Hence, P : P l S S ??? S . The converse inclusion is1 1 2 r
obvious.
LEMMA 3.5. Let P be the unique minimal prime ideal of S that intersects
 a1 an yn < 4i iy1S . Then P l S s x ??? x a ) 0 for each j .i i n q1 n jiy1 i
Proof. Again, we prove the result for i s 1. Let s s x a1 ??? x an1 g S ,1 n 11
each a G 0. Since A is invariant under conjugation by elements of S, wej
 bn b1.1get t s s x ??? x g A, where the b 's are minimal nonnegative inte-n 1 j1
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bn b1 X  .1gers with b q a g pZ. Clearly, x ??? x g F s F is the only cosetj j n 11
 .  .representative of gp A in gr S which maps s into A. If some a is zero,j
then t f Az because t will be a word in less than n generators of1 1
S l A. Therefore, s f P. If all a ) 0, then t g Az this follows easily1 j 1
 p p 4using the fact that x acts by conjugation on the set x , . . . , x for anyi iq1 n1
.  .  .1 F i - n . In this case we get sS l A s tA : Az : P. Since gr S rgr A1 1
is finite, it follows that sS is nil modulo P. Hence, s g P.
An element s of S is said to be normal if Ss s sS. By N we denote the
subsemigroup of all normal elements of S. A nontrivial element s g N is
said to be a maximal normal element if Ss : St for 1 / t g N implies
s s t.
LEMMA 3.6. For each 1 F i - r, f s x ??? x g N.i n q1 niy1 i
Proof. Again, we prove the case i s 1. Let f s x ??? x and let P be1 n1
the unique minimal prime ideal of S intersecting S . Because of Lemma1
 a1 an <13.5, f g P. So also, for every 1 F i F n, the element fx g x ??? xi 1 n
4each a ) 0 S ??? S s P. Note that, because S is cancellative, the seti 2 r
 4fx , . . . , fx has n different elements, and each of its elements has length1 n
n q 1. Hence, by Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5, this set must coincide with the set1
 .of ordered words for the degree-lexicographic ordering of length n q 11
involving at least all the variables x , . . . , x . Since the same applies to the1 n1
 4set x f , . . . , x f , it follows that the two mentioned sets are equal.1 n
Therefore, f g N.
THEOREM 3.7. The minimal primes of S are the ideals Sf , . . . , Sf .1 r
Proof. Because of Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6, it is sufficient to show that if P
is the unique minimal prime intersecting S , then P : Sf . Again, we deali i
with i s 1.
 .Let d ¨ denote the number of words in x , . . . , x in canonical form1 n
 .  < 4i.e., in ordered form of length ¨ . Then sf s g S has length ¨ is a1
 .collection of d ¨ elements of P. Write these words in canonical form.
Then, by Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5, they are words in x , . . . , x of length1 n
¨ q n involving at least all the letters x , . . . , x . The number of such1 1 n1
 .words is clearly also d ¨ . Therefore, these two sets are equal. It follows
that every canonical word of length ¨ q n in P lies in the ideal Sf s f S.1 1 1
Since ¨ is arbitrary, the first assertion follows.
 4COROLLARY 3.8. The monoid N is free abelian with f , . . . , f as an1 r
independent set of generators. Moreo¨er, f p s z for e¨ery i.i i
Proof. Suppose i ) j. Because of the unique decomposition of Corol-
lary 3.3, since f is normal in S, f f s sf for some s g S . Similarly, sincei i j i j
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f is normal, we also get f f s f t for some t g S . By the uniquej i j j i
 :decomposition, s s f . Hence, the monoid f , . . . , f is abelian, and thej 1 r
 4set f , . . . , f is independent.1 r
Further, if s g N, then write s s s ??? s with each s g S . Then, for1 r i i
 .any t g S , ts s ts s ??? s , and again by Corollary 3.3, we also have1 1 2 r
 .st s s t t ??? t for some t g S . Hence, ts s s t . It follows that s g N,1 1 2 r i i 1 1 1 1
and hence also s ??? s g N. Repeating this argument, we get that each2 r
s g N. Since each s belongs to a minimal prime ideal of S, we get fromi i
Theorem 3.7 that s s ¨ f for some ¨ g S l N. It now readily followsi i i i i
 :  :that s g f . Hence, s g f , . . . , f .i i 1 r
S is a binomial semigroup and we can consider elements z , . . . , z g1 11 1k
 .A l Z S , each coming from a different component of S . So each z is a1 1 1 j
product of p-powers of some generators of S and z ??? z s z . Then1 11 1k 1
f s f s f ??? f , where each f is the product of the consecutive1 11 1k 1 j
generators of S that are in the content of z . Induction allows to assume1 1 j
p pthat f s z . Since f commute, we come to f s z .i j i j i j i i
 .Recall that S is said to be a maximal order in gr S if qI : I or Iq : I
 .implies q g S for any q g gr S and ideal I of S.
Semigroups that are Noetherian maximal orders in their group of
w xquotients, and more general Krull semigroups, have been introduced in 4
w xfor abelian semigroups and in the noncommutative case in 22 . Recall also
that the normalizing class group of S is defined as the quotient group of
the group of divisorial ideals of S by the group of principal ideals
generated by a normal element. Note that the normalizing class group is
trivial if and only if the minimal primes of S are generated by a normal
element.
COROLLARY 3.9. A binomial semigroup S is a Noetherian maximal order
 .in gr S with tri¨ ial normalizing class group.
Proof. It only remains to show that S is a maximal order. Suppose
 .qI : I for some q g gr S _ S and an ideal I of S. Because S has the
ascending chain condition on ideals, we can choose I maximal with respect
to the property that such q exists. We know that q s zy1c for a central
 .element z g Z S . So z s s ??? s for some maximal normal elements s .1 k i
Cancelling, if necessary, we may assume that c f s S for every i and thati
z g N.
Now cI : zI : s S. Because Ss is a prime ideal, we get that eitheri i
c g s S or I : s S. The former is not possible. So sy1I : S and thus sy1Ii i i i
is an ideal of S. But I : sy1I andi
sy1cI : sy1 zI.i i
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So
cX sy1I : zX sy1I , .  .i i
X X X  X.y1 X where c , z g S are s -conjugates and q s z c f S because other-i
. y1wise q g S, as s is normal . So the maximality of I implies that I s s Ii i
for every i. Then z¨I s I for every ¨ G 1, which easily leads to a
 .contradiction compare the lengths of elements . So S indeed is a maximal
order.
4. BINOMIAL SEMIGROUPS AND SOLVABLE GROUPS
Let S be a binomial semigroup. Since G contains an abelian subgroup
 .of finite index gp A , it is well known that G is ordered if and only if G is
abelian. This is easily explained as follows. Suppose that G is not abelian
and is ordered. Then there exist g, h g G with h - h g s gy1 hg. As
conjugation does not change the order, one gets h - h g - h g
2
- ??? - h g
n
for every n G 1. So h and g n do not commute. Similarly, hn, g n do not
w  .xcommute. But this yields a contradiction for n s G: gp A .
Since a torsion-free nilpotent group is an ordered group, it also follows
 .  .that gr S is nilpotent if and only if gr S is abelian.
 .In this section we prove that gr S is solvable. For this, we show that
 .  .gr S rgr A is a permutable product of p-groups coming from certain
natural binomial subsemigroups of S.
 :PROPOSITION 4.1. Let S s x , . . . , x be a binomial semigroup. Then,1 n
 .  q q:for each q G 1, the semigroup S q s x , . . . , x is binomial as well.1 n
Proof. Because of the cyclic condition in Section 2, for every 1 F i, j F n
and for every q G 1 there exist 1 F m, jX F n such that
x q x s x x Xq . ) .j i m j
By Lemma 3.2, x and x X are in the same component of S; also x and xj j i m
are in the same component.
We claim that, for every 1 F i, j F n and for every q, t G 1, there exist
k, l such that
x q x t s x t x q . )) .j i k l
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We prove this by induction on n. The case n s 1 is trivial. So assume
n ) 1. Then Corollary 3.3 and the induction hypothesis allow us to assume
 .that x , x are in different components S and S of S. Because of ) ,i j a b
x q x t s ux Yqj i j
for some u g S , x Y g S . By a symmetric argument we get thata j b
x q x t s x Yt ¨j i i
for some ¨ g S , x Y g S . In view of the uniqueness of presentation ofb i a
elements of S S , it follows that u s x Yt and ¨ s x Yq . This proves the claim.a b i j
From the claim it follows that for q G 1 the monoid
 q q:S q s x , . . . , x . 1 n
consists exactly of elements which in the canonical form look like
x qa1 ??? x qan ,1 n
with each a G 0.i
 . The monoid S q is again a binomial semigroup but it may have more
 . .components than S; in particular, S p s A . Indeed, for every i / j,
because of the previous claim, we have a relation
x q x q s x Yq x Yq ,i j j i
  ..and this relation is of good type i.e., it satisfies condition B1 if i, j come
 .from the same component of S by induction . If they come from different
components, then we also have the desired inequalities: if i ) j, then
Y Y  .i, i ) j, j . Condition B2 also follows from the previous claim. The
normal monomials in the variables x q, . . . , x q are clearly independent in1 n
w  .x w x  .K S q as they are independent in K S . Hence, condition B3 holds as
  . w x.well see 1.4 in 7 .
With the notation as before, for Y : S we denote by Y the natural
 .  .image of Y in the group S s gr S rgr A .
COROLLARY 4.2. Let S be a binomial semigroup. Write p s p ??? p ,1 t
where each p is a power of a different prime number. Let c s prp . Theni i i
gr S rgr A s S c ??? S c , .  .  .  .1 t
 .  .  .  .each S c is a finite nilpotent group, and S c S c s S c S c for any .i i j j i
 .  .  .i, j. In particular, gr S rgr A and gr S are sol¨ able groups.
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 .Proof. The equation )) in the previous proof yields that
 :S c , . . . , S c s S c ??? S c .  .  .  .1 t 1 t
 .  .  .  .and S c S c s S c S c for any i, j. Since each S c is a finite .i j j i i
nsubmonoid of G, the monoids S c are finite groups of order p . Since .i i
the numbers pn are relatively prime, we get that the order ofi
n n < <S c ??? S c is p ??? p s S . Hence, .  .1 t 1 t
S s S c ??? S c . .  .1 t
 wIt now follows from a result of Kegel and Wielandt see 10, Hauptsatz
x.  .VI.4.3 that S is solvable. Hence, so is gr S .
5. HEIGHT ONE PRIME IDEALS AND LOCALIZATION
Let K be a field and S a binomial semigroup. In this section we study
w xthe height one prime ideals P of the semigroup algebra K S which
intersect S nontrivially. The aims are:
1. prove that P is homogeneous for the S-gradation, that is, P s
w xK P l S ;
w x2. describe the factor rings K S rP;
3. show that each P is localizable and describe these localizations.
w xAs an application, we give a direct proof of the fact that K S is a maximal
order.
  ..The first aim would be immediately realized if S or, equivalently, gr S
were a semigroup with the unique product property. Indeed, first notice
w x that this implies immediately that K S is a domain by a standard and
w x. 1 w x.well-known argument; cf. 15, Theorem 10.4 . Let P g X K S . Then
w x w xK P l S is an ideal of K S and the contracted semigroup algebra
w  .x w x w xK Sr P l S ( K S rK P l S has a natural S-gradation. Since0
w x w x w x w xPrK P l S is a minimal prime in K S rK P l S , it follows from 11
w xthat P s K P l S , as desired.
Since it remains unknown whether binomial semigroups are unique
product semigroups, we will tackle the first problem via the theory of
linear semigroups and we will make use of the following fact.
w x w  .xPROPOSITION 5.1 9 . Let S be a binomial semigroup. Then K gr S is a
 .domain; in particular, gr S is torsion-free.
w xThis result follows from the main result in 21 and another deep result
w xof Levasseur 13 saying that every positively graded Auslander regular
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algebra A with A s K is a domain. Also note that because of the positive
solution to the zero divisor problem for group algebras of torsion-free
 w x.abelian-by-finite groups cf. 18, Theorem 37.5 , the proposition would
 .also follow once one knows that gr S is torsion-free.
 :Throughout this section S s x , x , . . . , x is a binomial semigroup1 2 n
 .and G s gr S . We will use the notation of the previous sections as well.
w xSince K G is a finite module over the commutative group algebra
w  .xK gr A , the semigroup algebra satisfies a polynomial identity. Since this
algebra is also a domain, each nonzero ideal contains a nontrivial central
element. In particular, each prime ideal contains a height one prime ideal.
If M is a multiplicative Ore subset of a ring R, then we denote by RM .
the localization of R with respect to M. If P is a prime ideal of R, then
 . we denote by C P the set r g R N r q P is a regular element of the ring
4  .RrP . If C P is an Ore set, then P is said to be localizable. The natural
image of M in RrP is denoted M, and thus the localization of RrP with
 .respect to M is denoted RrP . The classical ring of quotients of a leftM .
 . w xand right semiprime Goldie ring R is denoted Q R . We refer to 14 forcl
the general background on Noetherian rings used in this section.
We need to introduce some more terminology. A subsemigroup U of a
completely 0-simple semigroup J is said to be uniform if it intersects all
the H-classes of a completely 0-simple subsemigroup I of J. It is known
Ãw x16 that there exists a smallest completely 0-simple subsemigroup U of J
Ã Ãwith U : U : I. The semigroup U is called the closure of U in J. The
Ãintersection of a maximal subgroup of U with J is called a cancellati¨ e part
Ã .of J with respect to J . For the necessary basic notions of semigroup
w xtheory and semigroup algebras, we refer to 5, 15 .
Let K be a field and R a prime Goldie K-algebra generated by a
 .  .multiplicative subsemigroup S. So Q R ( M D , the ring of n = ncl n
matrices over a division ring D; and we may thus consider S as a
 .subsemigroup of M D . It then follows from the structure theorem ofn
w xskew linear semigroups 16, 19 that S contains an ideal U contained in a
completely 0-simple subsemigroup J of Q in such a way that U is uniform
Ãin J and J s U. Furthermore, the nonzero elements of U are the elements
 .of the minimal nonzero rank of S in M D .n
w xPROPOSITION 5.2. The height one prime ideals of K S intersecting S are
w x w xall the ideals of the form K Sf . In particular, these ideals of K S arei
S-homogeneous.
1 w x.Proof. Assume that P g X K S is such that S l P / B. So S l
w  .xP s Sf for some i by Lemma 3.1. It is enough to show that K Sr S l Pi 0
X  . Y w xis prime. Let S s Sr P l S and let S be the image of S in K S rP.
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 . w xThe latter has a classical quotient ring M D . We know that P l K A sn
w x w x  w x .K A z for some z s z . Hence, K A r K A l P may be identified withj
w x Y YK ArAz and so the image A of A in S coincides with ArAz and also0
with the image AX of A in SX. We have natural homomorphisms
X Y w xS ª S ª S : K S rP : M D . .n
Denote the latter homomorphism by f. Let U be the uniform ideal of SY
consisting of all matrices of the least nonzero rank and the zero matrix.
Y Y X y1 Y . XLet C be a cancellative part of S and C s f C . Then C is a
X  . Xsubsemigroup of S s Sr S l P and C corresponds with a subsemigroup
 .   X. Yof S contained in S _ S l P . This is because f C s C does not
. X w xcontain 0. Since C is a subsemigroup of S and because K S is a domain,
w X x X y1 .we get that K C is a domain as well. Now let I s f U . Then
w X x w y1 .xK I s  K f H , where H runs through the set of intersections of0 H 0
ÃU with the different H-classes of U. This sum is direct as K-vector spaces,
X w X xand thus we get an egg-box pattern on I and on K I we get a Munn0
Ã algebra]type pattern. Now we claim that U is an inverse semigroup. So
Ãw x  w x. .K U ( M K G for some m and a group G. Indeed, for any nonzero0 m
element in a cancellative part of U, we have that a power of this element
 .belongs to f ArAz . Since the latter is commutative, it follows that the
Ãcancellative parts of U commute. Hence, the idempotents of U will
Ã Ãcommute. Since U is also a regular semigroup, we obtain that U is an
Ã  .inverse semigroup, and thus U ( M G, m, m, D , where D is the identity
matrix. So after rearranging we may assume that indeed D is the sandwich
matrix.
Hence, we get
w X xR s K I s R ,0 i j
i , j
w y1 .xwith each R s K f H for some H. Furthermore,i, j 0
 4R R s 0 if j / ki , j k , l
and
R R : R .i , j k , l i , l
  .  4Note that, for j / k, f R R s 0 , but since this product is alsoi, j k , l
 4 .homogeneous we indeed get R R s 0 .i, j k , l
w X xWe claim that K I is prime. Note that the diagonal parts R are0 i, i
domains. Hence, it is sufficient to show that, for any nonzero ideal J of R,
 4  4  .R JR / 0 . So first suppose that JR s 0 . Then, for any a g J, we11 11 11 i j
 .  4  X.  .  4get a RR s 0 . Hence, for any i, a I I9 s 0 . So alsoi j 11 1 i i1 11
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 X.  X.  4a I I s 0 for any i, j. Therefore,1 i i j 11
X X  4a I I s 0 . . 111 i
 4 X X. XNote that 0 / I I : S . If a, I, I are the inverse images of a in11 11 1 i
w x X X w xK S and I , I in S, then we get aII : K S l P . Since S is cancella-11 11
 .tive, sII : P for every s g supp a . Then s g P because I is an ideal of11
S, which implies that a s 0. Replacing 1 by any other index, we get1 i
 .  4a s 0. This shows that JR / 0 . Now we prove similarly that ifi j 11
 .  4  .  4R R a s 0 for a g JR , then a s 0. So, indeed, R JR / 0 ,11 i j i j 11 i j 11 11
w X xand thus K I is prime.0
w X x X  4 X w X xSuppose K I x s 0 for some x g K S . Let I, x be the inverse0 0
w x w ximages in S and in K S , respectively. So Ix : K S l P . Then, as before,
 . Xwe see that t g P for every t g supp x , whence x s 0. We have checked
w X x w X xthat the right annihilator of K I in K S is zero. So, in order to check0 0
w X x  w x.that K S is prime and, consequently, P s K S l P , it is enough to0
Xw xprove that K I is prime, which we have already done.0
w xLet P be a height one prime ideal of K S intersecting S. We know that
w x w xP s K P l S s K Sf , 1 F i F r, where r is the number of componentsi
of S and f s x ??? x . We will often identify the nonzero elementsi n q1 niy1 i
of SrSf with the elements of S _ Sf . Since the elements x , . . . , xi i n q1 niy1 i
are in the same component of S, we know from Lemma 3.2 that, for each
n q 1 F j F n , there exists an element s g S such thatiy1 i j
sy1 x p s s x p .j n q1 j jiy1
 4Notice that for s , . . . , s we can choose any right transversal of then q1 niy1 i
 p . psubgroup C x , the centralizer of x in G.G n q1 n q1iy1 iy1
w x w xPROPOSITION 5.3. Let P s K Sf be a height one prime ideal of K S .i
 4  p .Let s , . . . , s : S be a right trans¨ ersal for C x in G.n q1 n qm G n q1iy1 iy1 i iy1
Then
1. SrSf contains an ideal I which is uniform in the in¨erse semigroupi
 .M H , m , m , D , where D is the identity matrix and H is isomorphic to ai i i i i i
 p p p p.finite group extension of gr x , . . . , x , x , . . . , x .1 n n q2 niy1 iy1
w x2. K H is a domain.i
 .3. SrSf contains a subsemigroup of the form M T , m , m , D : I,i i i i i
where T is a subsemigroup of S which has a group of quotients isomorphic toi
H .i
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 w x .  w  .x.   w x..4. Q K S rP s Q K M T , m , m , D ( Q M K H ,cl cl 0 i i i i cl m ii
with m s n y n andi i iy1
w x w xQ K S rP s K S rP , .  .  .Mcl i
 .where M : C P is the multiplicati¨ ely closed set generated by all elementsi
 .note that these are central of the form
ni
y1 y1 ps s x gs s,  k j k / /sgF n q1-jFnksn q1 iy1 iiy1
w p p p p xwhere 0 / g g K x , . . . , x , x , . . . , x .1 n n q2 niy1 iy1
 .Proof. Note that in part 4 of the statement, we agree that
 x p equals 1 when m s 1.n q1- jF n j iiy1 i
Without loss of generality, we may assume that i s 1 and thus m s n .1 1
So z s z s x p ??? x p and f s f s x ??? x . Under natural identifica-1 1 n 1 1 n1 1
tions we may consider ArAz as a submonoid of SrSf , and thus we may
w x w xconsider K ArAz as a subalgebra of K SrSf . By u we denote the zero0 0
of the semigroup SrSf.
w xClearly, K Az is a semiprime ideal of the commutative Noetherian
w x w p p x w x w x w xalgebra K A ( K x , . . . , x . Furthermore, K ArAz ( K A rK Az1 n 0
has a classical ring of quotients K [ ??? [ K which is the direct sum of1 n1
precisely n fields K . For each 1 F i F n , let1 j 1
A s Ax p .i j
1FjFn , j/i1
Each A is an ideal of A containing Az andi
 p < : p  4B s A rAz ( x j / i x j u .i i j j /
1FjFn , j/i1
 4In particular, B _ u has a free abelian group of quotients, of rank n y 1,i
 p < .isomorphic with gr x j / i . Furthermore, for 1 F k, l F n with k / l,j 1
 4B B s u .k l
So
w x w xK B [ ??? [ K B : K ArAz : K [ ??? [ K .0 1 0 n 0 1 n1 1
It follows that, by renumbering these fields if necessary, we may assume
w xthat each K is the quotient field of the corresponding K B . Let N bei 0 i i
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the multiplicatively closed set consisting of all elements of the form
x pg , j
1FjFn , j/i1
w p p x pwhere 0 / g g K x , . . . , x but the variable x does not appear in any of1 n i
the monomials of g. Then
w x w xK s K B s K B . .  . w x . . n qK A z Nn gNNi 0 i 0 i i i ii
Since sy1 x ps s x p, it is clear thati 1 i i
sy1N s s N .i 1 i i
Hence,
w xK [ ??? [ K s K ArAz , . .M1 n 01
where M is the multiplicatively closed set generated by all elements of the
form
g s1 q g s2 q ??? qg sn1 , with g g N .1 1 1 1 1
 p p 4Furthermore, since x , . . . , x is a full conjugacy class in G, conjugation1 n1
by an element of S permutes the sets N , . . . , N . Hence,1 n1
w xK [ ??? [ K s K ArAz , . .M1 n 0 11
where M is the multiplicatively closed set generated by all elements of1
the form
sy1 ms, with m g M .
sgF
w x w xClearly, M : K A and M is a central subset of K S . So also M :1 1 1
 .C P .
w x  .Consider K S with its natural Grgr A -gradation. For this gradation,
w x w x w x w xK Sf is a graded ideal, and hence K S rK Sf ( K SrSf is also a0
 . w xGrgr A -graded ring, with K ArAz as homogeneous component in-0
 . w xdexed by the identity e of Grgr A . Since M : K ArAz it is also clear1 0
w x  .that K SrSf is a Grgr A -graded ring with homogeneous compo-0  M .1 w x w xnent of degree e the algebra K ArAz . Because K SrSf is a0  M . 0  M .1 1w xprime ring and because K ArAz is a direct sum of fields, we get0  M .1w x w xfrom Theorem 17.9 in 18 that K SrSf is a simple ring. Hence,0  M .1w x  w x.K SrSf s Q K SrSf s Q, the classical ring of quotients of0  M . cl 01w xK SrSf .0
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We now look closer at the structure of SrSf , considered as a multiplica-
tive subsemigroup of Q. For this, consider the ideal A s A j ??? j A0 1 n1
of A. Since sA s A s for any s g S, we get that A S is an ideal of S. Its0 0 0
natural image in SrSf is denoted B . Since B is an ideal of SrSf , we get0 0
 w x.that Q K B s Q. Consider B as a subsemigroup of Q. From thecl 0 0 0
proof of Proposition 5.2 we know that B contains an ideal U which is0
Ã  .uniform in an inverse semigroup U s M H, m, m, D : Q such that each
cancellative part of U intersects A rAz nontrivially. Furthermore, H is0
the group of quotients a cancellative part of U. Because the ``diagonal''
Ãcomponents of U are orthogonal and intersect A rAz, and thus precisely0
one of the A rAz, we get that m s n . Moreover, H l U is an ideal ofi 1
w xH l B and the latter is isomorphic with a subsemigroup T of S. So K T0
w xis a domain, and as a localization, also K H is a domain. Since we have a
w xstructure of a generalized matrix ring on K U , it can be easily verified0
that
Ãw x w xw xQ s Q K U s Q K U ( Q M K H . . .  . .cl 0 cl 0 cl n1
 w x .This is also a consequence of a more general result from 12 . Note that
the preceding discussion shows that all nonzero elements of U are matri-
  w x..ces of rank 1 in Q ( M Q K H . Hence, U consists of all elements ofn cl1
 .  .B which are matrices of rank 1 in Q. Now let I s SrSf U SrSf , the0
ideal of SrSf generated by U. Then I : B S and the nonzero elements of0
I, considered as matrices in Q, all have rank 1. Therefore, U s I.
 .  w  .x.3 and the isomorphism Q ( Q K M T , n , n , D follow now eas-cl 0 1 1 1 1
w xily as in 12 .
 .  .  .To finish the proof of 1 , 2 , and 4 , it is now sufficient to show that H
 p p.is isomorphic to a finite extension of the free abelian group gr x , . . . , x .2 n
 .But H can be identified with the subgroup gp T of G. We may assume
 4  p p.that H contains B _ u , so that gr x , . . . , x : H. Because of Lemma1 2 n
w x7.21 in 15 , the group H is finitely generated. From the previous para-
w xgraph we know that H l U is periodic modulo B . Since K S and thus1
w x w xalso K H satisfy a polynomial identity, Theorem 19.3 in 15 implies that
   4. .  4  p p:Hr gr B _ u l H is finite. But B _ u and x , . . . , x have equal1 1 2 n
 p p.groups of quotients. So, indeed, H is a finite extension of gp x , . . . , x .2 n
w x w xPROPOSITION 5.4. Let P s K Sf be a height one prime ideal of K Si
and let
w x w xM s M q K A l Z K S z , . .i i i
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 w x. w xwhere Z K S is the center of K S and M is as in Proposition 5.3. Then Pi
is localizable and
w x w xK S s K S .CP ..  M .i
w xFurthermore, K S is a local principal ideal ring; that is, it has a uniqueC P ..
w xmaximal two-sided ideal M s K S f and all other nonzero ideals can beC P .. i
written uniquely as M k for some k ) 1.
Proof. Again, without loss of generality, we may assume i s 1. Note
w x w xthat M : K A is a central multiplicatively closed subset of K S and1
 .M : C P .1
w xSuppose L is a maximal ideal of V s K A . Then either z g L or M . 11
z f L. In the latter case, L q Vz s V, and thus 1 q ¨z g L for some1 1 1
w x¨ g V. Hence, m q b z g L l K A for some m g M and b s m ¨ g1 1 1 1 1
w x y1 .  w x.K A . Consequently,  s m q b z s g L l Z K S . Since m andsg F 1 1 1
w xz are central in K S , we get1
y1 w x w xc s m q s b sz g L l K A l Z K S . . . 1 1
sgF
As M is a multiplicatively closed set of central elements, it follows that1
w x < F < w xc s m q a z g L l K A for m s m g M and some a g K S . But1 1 1
w x  w x. w x  w x.c, m, z g K A l Z K S , so also a g K A l Z K S . Since c g M ,1 1
 w x.it is clear that L s V L l K A s V, a contradiction. Thus, all maximal
ideals of V contain z s x p ??? x p .1 1 n1
From the proof of Proposition 5.3 it follows that
w x w xVrVz s K A r K A z .1  M . 1  M .1 1
w x( K ArAz .0 1  M1
w xs K ArAz .0 1 M1
s K [ ??? [ K ,1 n1
a direct sum of fields K . Hence, all maximal ideals of V are minimali
prime over Vz and thus are of height one. Now, from the previous1
paragraph, if L is a height one prime ideal of V, then z g L and thus1
p w xx g L for some 1 F i F n . Since L l K A is a height one prime ofi 1
w x w x p w xK A and because K A x is a height one prime of K A , we get thati
L s Vx p. In particular, it follows that V is a ring of dimension one andi
with finitely many maximal ideals, namely, Vx p, . . . , Vx p .1 n1w x w x  .Because M : K A , the ring K S is again a Grgr A -graded ring.1  M .1w x w xSo, by Theorem 17.9 in 18 and the previous observations, K S is also M .1
a prime ring of dimension one.
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w xWe claim that R s K S has a unique maximal ideal, namely, Rf . M . 11 w xIndeed, let I be a maximal ideal of R, then, again by 18, Theorem 17.9 ,
w xI l K A is a semiprime ideal. So M .1
w x w x p w x pI l K A s K A x s K A xF  M .  M . j  M . j /1 1 1
jgJjgJ
 4 w xfor some subset J of 1, . . . , n . So I l K S is a height one prime ideal of1
w x pK S containing the element  x g S. Because of Proposition 5.2, wejg J j
w x w x w xtherefore get that I l K S s K S l I s K Sf for some 1 F i F r.i
Hence, it follows that i s 1 and thus
w xI s R K S l I s Rf . . 1
This shows the claim.
We now prove that R is a local principal ideal ring. Since the unique
maximal ideal Rf of R is invertible, a standard argument yields that each1
ideal of R is of the form Rf k for some unique k ) 0, provided that1
k  4F Rf s 0 . To show that the latter holds, it is sufficient to prove thatk ) 0 1
w x  k .if x g K S l F Rf then x s 0. So let x be such an element. Writek ) 0 1
R s [ R , the direct sum of the homogeneous components of thessg F
 .Grgr A -graded ring R. Then x s  x s, with x g R s R s. Be-sg F s s s e
p  .cause f g A this follows from the results in the second section ,
x g Rf p k s R f p k s. .F F 1 e 1
k)0 k)0 sgF
One obtains that each
x g R f p k .Fs e 1
k)0
w x pBecause K A is a unique factorization domain and f g A, we get that1
w xeach x s 0. Hence, indeed, K S is a local principal ideal ring withs  M .1
unique maximal ideal P . M .1
It is well known that in such a local principal ideal ring all elements of
 .C P are invertible. Hence, it follows that P is localizable and R s M .1w xK S .CP ..
COROLLARY 5.5. Let S be a binomial semigroup. The semigroup algebra
w xK S is a Noetherian maximal order. In particular, all height one prime ideals
w xof K S are localizable.
w xProof. Since G is a polycyclic-by-finite group and K G is a domain,
w x w xfrom a result of Brown 2 , we know that the group algebra K G is a
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 .Noetherian maximal order actually with trivial normalizing class group .
The previous proposition shows that height one prime ideals of the type
w x w xP s K Sf are localizable and K S is a local principal ideal ring.i i CP ..i
w x  r w x .Now if x s  x f g K G l F K S , with each x gf g F f is1 CP .. fi
w  .x w x K gr A , then we claim that x g K S . Indeed, again with the notation as
. w x w xbefore since K S s  K A f , we get that x gC  P .. f g F  M . fi i
r w x w x w xF K A s K A for every f g F, because K A is a unique factor-is1  M .i
ization domain.
w xFinally, to prove the result, we have to show that if I is an ideal of K S
 w x. w xand x g Q K S with xI : I or Ix : I, then x g K S . Assume xI : I.cl
w x w xThen, since K G I is an ideal of K G and because the latter is a maximal
w x w xorder, we get x g K G . Furthermore, for any P , the ring K S isi CP ..i
w xalso a maximal order. Hence, it follows that x g K S . The previousCP ..i
claim now yields the result.
w xThe fact that K S is a maximal order again can be proved indirectly
w x w xusing the main result in 9 and a result of Stafford 20 on PI Noetherian
Auslander-regular and Cohen]Macaulay algebras being maximal orders.
w xBecause the S-graded height one primes of K S correspond with the
minimal primes of S, Corollary 3.9 yields that the graded normalizing class
w xgroup of K S is trivial. So this result is complementary to Brown's result
w x2 which states that the normalizing class group of the group algebra
w  .xK gr S is trivial as well. Within the context of graded rings, the group
w  .x w xalgebra K gr S is the graded quotient ring of K S .
We finish this paper by pointing out that the results in this section can
be extended to the more general context of a binomial skew polynomial
w x w xring 7 , that is, to the case of a twisted semigroup algebra K S, c of a
binomial semigroup S, where c is a 2-cocycle. So the relations are of the
form x x s q x X x X for some 0 / q g K. We opted not to include thej i i j i j i j
proofs for these more general results. The reason being that these proofs
follow the same lines, use similar methods such as graded rings and linear
.semigroups , but are more technical.
w xIn the situation of a twisted semigroup algebra K S, c , the semigroup S
w x w xis not necessarily a subsemigroup of K S, c and K A, c is not necessarily
w xcommutative, and thus K S, c does not have to satisfy a polynomial
w x w xidentity. However, the results in 9 again imply that K S, c is a domain.
  4.   4.In particular, S s K _ 0 S and A s K _ 0 A are cancellative sub-K K
w xsemigroups of K S, c . It is easily verified that the ideals of S are the setsK
  4.of the form K _ 0 I where I is an ideal of S. It then follows that the
minimal primes are precisely the ideals S f . Applying now the structureK i
 .theorem of linear semigroups to the semigroup S rS f instead of SrSfK K i i
one shows as in Proposition 5.3 some new technical difficulties have to be
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. w xdealt with that the height one primes of K S, c intersecting S are
w xprecisely the ideals K Sf , c . So, again, height one primes are homoge-i
neous.
w xTo extend the proof of Proposition 5.3, we note that K A, c is isomor-
phic with n iterated skew polynomial ring extensions:
p p p :w xK A , c s K x , . . . , x , c x , s , .1 ny1 n n
w p p : xwhere s is the K-algebra automorphism of K x , . . . , x , c definedn 1 ny1
 p. yp p p p p p p pby s x s x x x s d x , where d g K is such that x x s d x x .n i n i n ni i ni i n ni n i
 . w xIt is then well known and easily proved that K A, c is a Noetherian
maximal order and that each of the elements x p generates a principali
 . w xheight one prime ideal of K A, c . We obtain
w xPROPOSITION 5.6. Let P s K Sf , c be a height one prime ideal ofi
w xK S, c . Then
1. SrSf contains an ideal I which is uniform in the in¨erse semigroupi
 .M H , m , m , D , where D is the identity matrix and H is isomorphic to ai i i i i i
 p p p p.finite group extension of gr x , . . . , x , x , . . . , x .1 n n q2 niy1 iy1
w x2. K H is a domain.i
 w x .   w x..3. Q K S rP ( Q M K H , c , with m s n y n andcl cl m i i i iy1i
w x w xQ K S rP s K S rP . .  .   w x..C K A z , ccl i
 w x.Note that one localizes with respect to the set C K Az , c of alli
w x w x w xelements of K A, c that are regular modulo K Az , c . Since K S, c doesi
not necessarily satisfy a polynomial identity, we cannot replace this set by a
set of central elements as in Proposition 5.3. Finally, one extends Proposi-
tion 5.4 as follows.
w xPROPOSITION 5.7. Let P s K Sf , c be a height one prime ideal ofi
w x  w x. w xK S, c . Then P is localizable and C K Az , c is an Ore set in K S, c suchi
that
w x w xK S, c s K S, c .  w x..  .. C K A z , cC P i
w xFurthermore, K S, c is a local principal ideal ring with unique maximalCP ..
w xideal K S, c f .CP .. i
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